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It’s mid June as I write this and
I barely know where the first
half of this year has gone. Due
to work I have yet to attend
any chapter events or ride-outs
which is something I really must
rectify soon or before I know it I
will have missed the lot. If not before I hope to make
Midnight Madness which is one of my favourite
events of the year although I may have to play catch
up as it will be difficult to make Rykas for the start.
If you are new to the Chapter or yet to do this one I
highly recommend it.

You are going to SofER aren’t you? Well over 100 of
us are and they won’t be disappointed since things
are shaping up for a fabulous rally of our own in
August.

I am pleased to report that there are a number of
ride reports in ths issue from members including
one from Ian Thoburn for the trip to the Custombike
Show in December last year. This was omitted from
the last issue due to an oversight on my part - sorry
Ian.

Six bands, two main ride-outs - Ruth’s LOH special
on Friday and the awesome 150+ bike Hogsback
event on the Saturday, a Parade of Flags, Chapter
Challenge including Archery, Custom Bike Show,
Harley Demo Truck with 20+ bikes, large Trader
Village, off-road bike demo, Fireworks - in fact
everything you’d expect from a major H.O.G.® Rally,
and more - now in a great new setting - and all ours!
Well, obviously we share it with our four neighbouring Chapters. And just as well too - the work has
been enormous in shifting it to Hickstead. But the
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Deadline for The Autumn issue is
Friday 28th August.
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If you didn’t get to go on a European jaunt this year,
talk to any of the Road Crew that did. You will get
all the help you need for something special for next
year. It’s a lot less daunting than you might think!

Work also means that I will be unable to attend what
is shaping up to be the best SofER yet which is a big
dissapointment - if your free on those dates this is a
must do event!

Off With Her Head
7th June. Trevor Rawlings

2

s I write this, several groups of Hogback riders
are preparing for what looks to be a fantastic
Rally in the sun in Jerez, Spain. Others are re-living
the Battle of Waterloo, striking out for the urban rally
in Mons, or preparing for an extended run through
the Alps. Actually I always see European events
as an excuse to ride some truly memorable roads
through wonderfully varied landscapes. Mountains,
rivers, deserts, rustica. France and Spain are arguably the best - not just because of what you can
see, but what you don’t. Other vehicles. The roads
are both good and, compared with the UK, empty.
Rallies are the jam in the middle of a mouth-watering ride sandwich.

editor@hogsbackchapteruk.org

payoff is equally big. Same chilled atmosphere.
Fresh new rally. Don’t delay - get your tickets from
Crippo or the SofER website here: sofer.uk.com
BREAKING SofER NEWS: You don’t have to
camp! If bivouacs are not your bag and glamping
doesn’t cut it, hotel rooms are still available at the
Travelodge, Preston Road Brighton http://www.travelodge.co.uk/hotels/18/Brighton-hotel. Free shuttle
buses will be available for the refreshment-challenged (or those intending to be). Either way, bank
on coming along to the Sat Night BBQ by Hogsback
al fresco supremos Des and Steve. They’ve got the
knowledge and the pzazz - they even have the food
hygiene certificates!
We’re in the middle of the ride programme, we’ve
got more Road Crew signing up (welcome to Andy
Parker, Chris Brandham, Chris Doody and Trevor
Rawlings), the sun’s out and there’s a ton of things
to do. But if you fancy a break from all that running
around on a quiet summer’s evening, entertain yourself with the Chapter FAQ article - elsewhere in this
issue.
As you sip that cold beer and reflect on the ride
you’ve just rumbled home from, the FAQ will give
you a host of other reasons to see why your decision to join this Chapter was one of the best ones
you ever took.
Enjoy the summer and ride safe!
Dik Gregory
Director and Road Captain
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Assistant Director
Dell Evans
Dells little bits

South of England Rally

Hickstead 14-16 August 2015

...Southbound again in 2015
For tickets and full rally details visit sofer.uk.com

H

i everyone its summer time we are at full swing
with the programme and it’s good to see so
many new members on rides and at club night. As
per usual club nights in the summer (July & August)
return to Bisley and Wavy Davy has kindly agreed to
play for us on both evenings - there’s a map on the
web site if you have not been before.

4
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Haynes & Planes – the Palmers trip to Somerset.
Lincolnshire – my ride where we are guests of
Lindum Colonia Chapter
Somme weekend – Gary Morse trip around the
battle fields.

Our own rally at SofER is but a short time away and
the Road Crew have been busy preparing for the
Saturday ride out. This year there will only be one
ride that day, so we will be limiting it to 150 bikes but
add our RC on and its going to be a big ride. It’s a
ride out to lunch and return to the site in time for the
Chapter Challenge event. Carl will be organising our
chapter presence at the fun and games held as part
of the chapter challenge. In addition Hogsback road
crew are helping out with the Harley Demo rides on
Friday so pop along and try a new bike out with us just bring your driving licence. On Saturday after the
chapter challenge we host the Hogsback BBQ and
for the first time Chef’s Steve & Des will be cooking
for us and providing liquid refreshments. Members &
guests are invited, it’s sponsored by the Chapter &
GH-D - we just ask for a charity donation.

Cornish Capers – Join Crippo in … er … Cornwall

There is still some availability on some of the
weekend away rides which if you are relatively
new to the chapter is a great way to get to know
members but book up quick. We currently still have
space on :

Enjoy the sun and stay safe.

So you think Harley’s are expensive? New
French motorcycle company Midual launches is first
Hyper-priced bike at €140,000 that’s $155,000 or in
plain English £116,000! That’s £58,000 per cylinder!
Sounds a little better when you say it quickly!?

winching his motorcycle up his window where
he can keep a eye on it. Just waiting for Harley
to add the SUPER heavy-duty winch to its parts
catalogue!?

Hog powered motorcycle: A Texas based
company is manufacturing diesel fuel from Bacon
grease! The Pig fuel smells like bacon when
the motorcycle engine is running. No ketchup or
mustard available! What ever happen to the great
smell of two stroke!?

1066 • Hogsback • Invicta • Oxford • Thames Valley

Bard Luck – Pete Hillier’s trip around Shakespeare
country.

Motorcycle theft Solution: A Russian biker having
had 2 motorcycle stolen has found a practical way
of keeping his bike safe by installing a Heavyduty winch to the outside of his 3rd floor flat and

Circus Maximus – Robin takes us to Deva Legion
Chapter’s yearly rally
Opale Shores – Gary Tew leads the chapter just
over the channel for this big rally (but get your
accommodation sorted now)
New Forest – Paul Taylor’s ride to one hell of a
weekend party with other Chapters.
As usual full details on the website and if interested
email the ride leader of talk to them at a ride or club
night.
Finally from me I am already receiving ride ideas for
next year from members – keep ‘em coming - the
more the better.

Dell Evans
Assistant Director, Road Captain and
Ride Co-Ordinator

NZ helmet fine: A couple in NZ have been fined
$40,000 ($20,000 NZ dollars each) for multiple
instances of not wearing their helmets on Quad
bikes. When asked why they did not wear their
helmets ‘ it becomes just a little bit of a hassle ‘ was
their reply!
German Autobahn charges: The German government has approved plans to introduce autobahn
toll charges which will include foreign drivers. The
average toll badge will cost £103.00. Thankfully
motorcycles will be exempt if introduced in 2016.
Hogsback News Spring 2015
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Assistant Director

Guildford H-D

Robin Seymour

Toby Sleeman

W

Pudsey is now having a rest at GHD so say hello
when you walk past.

Since then we have had loads of rides and a few
club nights, Golden keys have come and gone and
the Mileage day seems ancient history.

You can of course see the photos on the chapter
website.

ell here we are again, minutes after writing the
last one!!

Its not too late to register just download a form or
use one from the Perspex hanger in the coffee area
in GHD. Remember it doesn’t cost anything you
don’t have to compete for anything and it helps the
chapter.
We have done the two ABC rides and all that did
both rides will get a patch and pin if they submit the
record at the end of the year. If you want help just
shout or better still send me an email.
Pudsey has been out to play and raised loads
of dosh for Secret World animal sanctuary and
Children in Need by doing the Iron Hog. I think the
most amusing moment was when the Scottish guy
came up and pushed his son forward (about 5 years
old) and said “go on Hamish, say hello to Big Bird”!!!
Now for those of you who are not Sesame Street
fans big bird was a big yellow ostrich type bird who
looks nothing like Pudsey.

Today I have been to Mick Smiths funeral, a delightful guy with a lovely smile and a welcome word,
he and his wife Debs came on quite a few rides
before he fell ill with Liver cancer. He had a long
RAF career and was a biker and finally settled on a
Harley and joined the Hogsback Chapter.
He thoroughly enjoyed riding with us and craved the
ability to get back onto his bike and take part in one
of our ride outs and I identified with that as I was
talking to Debs today.
We do what we do because we enjoy doing it and
that is whether you are a member, officer or road
crew.
If however you do not like what we do then please
go your own way.
Life is far too short to worry about petty squabbles.
Robin Seymour
Assistant Director and Road Captain

Almost at Summer Solstice.

S

o far we’ve had a fantastic season and it’s been
great seeing so many of you at the Dealership
and Club Night.

have. You can do this online via DVLA’s ‘Share Your
License’ service.
There are 2 steps to this process - 1 for the driver
and 1 for us, as the company loaning/hiring the
vehicle.

My bike finally arrived (2015 Street-Glide Special)
and I’ve really enjoyed getting out on it. It’s baptism
of fire was the Iron HOG. I quite clearly said that
after completing the Iron HOG in 2014 that I would
never do it again, I was more than a little surprised
to find out that someone (Robin) had booked hotel
rooms for me for 2015 to repeat the ordeal. Happy
Days. In fairness it wasn’t as bad as the previous
year and we had some good times and spectacular
riding through the Scottish Boarders. A big thank
you to Andy Waller & Nicola Jolly for turning out in
the middle of the night at Leeds and Chris North
and the gang who were at the dealership on Sunday
evening when we completed the ride. It was very
nice to see happy faces and have a hot beverage
thrust into our cold mitts.

Step 2. This step is for one of the team here at the
dealership. Once you give us the access code it can
be used with the last 8 digits of your driving license
number to view appropriate information from your
DVLA driving record.

The next outing is to Waterloo with Robin and later
on in the year “Rumble in the Mumbles” with Dik.
Can’t wait.

Drivers with old style paper driving licenses issued
before the photo card was introduced in 1998 can
also use the Share Driving License service.

The dealership has been super busy this year and in
particular the workshop. Please allow me to apologize for the length of time some of you have been
waiting to get your bike serviced or repaired. Lead
times are currently running at approx three weeks
so if you are needing a service or tyres sometime
soon you may need to book quite a way in advance.
We are currently trying to recruit a fourth tech to
join Stuart, Dave & Neil to help relieve some of the
pressure so please bear with us.

For more information on these changes and abolition of the counterpart visit GOV.UK and search
nomorecounterpart or of course, call a member of
the team at the dealership on 01483 207222.

Step 1. This step is for you as the driver. You’ll need
to log on to our View Driving License service on
GOV.UK and click on ‘Share your license’. This will
generate a unique one-time use access code that
you’ll need to share with us, along with the last 8
digits of your driving license number.
You’ll also have the option to download a summary
of your driving license information and access code
and send it into us.

Looking forward to seeing you all soon and if not I’ll
see you at SofER.
Toby Sleeman
Guildford Harley-Davidson

In other news, and also good info if you are
travelling this summer and renting a car or
bike…
The DVLA are abolishing the paper counterpart of the photo card driving license as of
8th June 2015. This means that driving convictions and penalty points will no longer be
displayed on any driving license. This means
that when driving or riding any of our vehicles
after this date you will be asked to provide
certain information from your driving record –
such as details of any penalty points you may
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Head Photographer
Axel Thill

R

iding a Harley-Davidson is like moving forward
in time at lightning speeds. It’s already June,
and so many awesome Hogsback things happened,
and many more are to come, but where to start?
In these first 5 month of a year the highlight is for
me is usually the Iron Hog Ride - which Robin,
Malcolm, Nigel, Toby, Mike and myself again successful completed. But this year it was topped by
the invitation of Harley-Davidson to ride the Project
LiveWire electric motorcycle. Hard to describe it in a
few words, but it’s incredible linear torque convinced
me that this electric engine is a viable option for the
future. Even now, for a 50 mile roundtrip commute,
its pure fun and a winner, let’s wait for the price tag,
I want one - with forward controls.

I cannot mention them all, memorable events of the
last 5 month included the Start of Season party, a
visit to the home of Churchill and the Crofton Steam
engines. The beauty of the photo galleries is that
you can revisit them and refresh your memory over
and over again, now, in the near, and in the distant
future. You will be surprised how many aspects of a
ride you forgot, and be able to relive the moments
through the power of photos. A big thank you to all
photographers who are contributing to them.

do not post large photo galleries in our Facebook
Group. You may of course do so on your private
Facebook page, then however you will have to deal
with the “Better Call Saul” calls you may receive
yourself.
The sun is out, and the big ride season starts. Magic
Bike, HOG Puerto Sherry and Eagles Nest are my
next distant destinations, and you must have seen in
the last newsletter and next to the coffee machine at
GH-D, the vast variety of rides the Hogsback Crew
put together. Do not forget your cameras, there is
always a worthwhile motive.
To my numerous friends who consider a mobile
phone to be a photographic camera, remember you
can hold it horizontally in landscape mode.

A photo of a motorcycle is wider then high, a group
of people standing together is wider then high, and
the background left and right of a single person is
often more interesting than the blue sky or grey
tarmac above or below him or her - exception for the
shoes of course. Despite all promises in advertisement, a mobile phone does not have a zoom, only a
electronic zoomy-thing, and all this does is crop an
image, reducing its resolutions and quality. Do not
touch this electronic zoom, as your best zoom on
mobile phone are your own feet. Move closer, move
away, bend the knees or step on a stool, and try to
fill your screen with only a little bit more than the
essential. Don’t waste your precious megapixels.
And on that bombshell… safe riding!
Axel Thill
Head Photographer and Road Captain

And we have a photo competition for 2015, called
“Photobombing”. Send your photos that have been
photobombed to images@hogsbackchapteruk.org.
At the end of season party the winning photo will be
revealed and receive a prize.

From a photographic point of view, seeing Pudsey
(aka Robin) riding the full 1,787 miles of the Iron Hog
in his fluffy costume and special helmet was reward
enough to endure the challenge again. Check out
the many photos we made.
A more serious word on photo-galleries and our
Hogsback Facebook Group: while we all like to
share our great impressions, please do not post in
the Hogsback Facebook Group more than 2 pics,
intended to support a comment you make. If you
have a bigger set of photos you want to share,
please ask me for a DropBox and they will all be
added ASAP to our official photo galleries. This may
sound restrictive, but please consider that from time
to time Hogsback Chapter receive complaints and
strongly worded requests to remove a photo, and
we are always happy to comply. But while we are
responsible for the content of our closed Facebook
Group, we can only control the historic content of
one central source, the official galleries. So please,
8
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Safety Officer
Carl Christensen
Filtering

•

Avoid weaving in and out of lanes

H

i everyone, I hope you all have been having a
great start to the riding season. While we at
Hogsback are not here to teach you how to ride your
motorcycles my pieces are designed to offer good
riding practice and deal with areas of motorcycling
that many may not have thought about in much
depth.

•

Avoid sudden changes in speed

•

Don’t filter when road works dictate lane
narrowing

•

Don’t impede other road users

•

Don’t intimidate other drivers

Filtering is part of progressive riding, which I have
written about previously. The first rule about progressive riding is that safety should at all times
override the need to make forward progress. If
carried out with appropriate attention, filtering can
provide a means to continue your journey with only
a slight delay while those on four wheels can only
look on with envy.

•

Don’t ride aggressively

What we should be looking to achieve is:
•

Forward Planning

•

Anticipation

•

Awareness

Here in the UK filtering in traffic is legal but overzealous riding, poor planning and lack of anticipation
can sadly mean it can go so horribly wrong in a
flash. Several countries around the world have
banned such filtering, where it is sometimes called
lane-splitting, with a view to reduce accident statistics. With this information many choose to filter very
little or not at all.

•

Mindfulness

•

Options

•

Good bike control

Choosing to filter simply on the basis that it’s legal
and that you are entitled to do so could be just the
wrong reason. An attitude that disregards the safety
of other road users can easily move you very quickly
into the illegal.

Extra attention should be taken when approaching
on and off ramps where traffic will be trying to get
across lanes to either leave or enter the carriage
way(s).

While filtering your bike control should have always
have positive throttle and correct gear selection (at
least one lower than normal)

My suggestions are:

Extra care should be allotted to the road surface
which often is poorer off the normal driving line.
Gravel and foreign objects end up in the filtering line
which should be avoided but in doing so you need
to be aware of any actions you take and what that
action has on the traffic immediately around you.
In poor road conditions such as rain, those cats
eyes and white line markings become a source of
some entertainment when I know we have all done
it (hit one miss one, Oh crikey (expletive replaced)
as the front wheel bobs to the left or right and you
just know the back end is going to do the same or
worse).

•

So what’s the best way we can think this through?

The scenario to avoid is when traffic is moving
slowly and you are filtering down between the lines
of traffic and cars suddenly change lanes across
your path – usually without signalling. Or perhaps
you are filtering through stationary traffic when
someone decides that they need there iPad from
their boot and opens their door without looking,
directly in front of your line of travel.
So how best to make this manoeuvre ensuring that
you are taking all possible precautions?

Don’t ride more than 20 mph faster than the
traffic is doing.

•

Stop filtering if and when the traffic speed
exceeds 50 mph

10
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If so adjust your speed and position, select the
correct gear to ensure a positive throttle (a positive
throttle is where you are holding the engine revs
are at constant optimum level to allow acceleration
and deceleration). Avoid large handfuls of open and
shut operation on the throttle as this action unsettles
the balance of the bike and you lose the controlled
approach to filtering safely.
Lighten your grip on the bars and adopt a relaxed,
but attentive gaze ahead in which you deliberately
make yourself more conscious of your peripheral
vision. The combination of these things provides
easy light touch control of your bike with better information about slight movement of the traffic either
side of you as you proceed.
An extra positive we can take from being in the
correct lower gear is that exhaust pipes are louder.
From a car driver’s point of view this means they
may well hear you before they see you!
Many bikes now have headlights and LEDs on
permanently, or may choose to wear hi-viz, or

even (illegally) use their hazard lights when filtering. However, there is nothing better than using a
system of ride pre-planning when filtering. You have
to make many decisions when filtering and you are
in control of that. Visibility enhancements will not
save you if you are in the wrong position or at wrong
speed in relation to the traffic around you. Proactive
riding (slightly better in my view than defensive
riding) means you should be in a self-controlled
environment in which you adjust your ride plan with
regard to the changing situation. We know that we
cannot rely on everyone else to know what we are
doing, planning and thinking! We should be taking
the initiative!
Safe riding
Remember ‘Take opportunities not chances’
Carl Christensen
Safety officer and Road Captain
Rospa Advanced Motorcycle Instructor ( Diploma)
Rospa Advanced Motorcycle Instructor Trainer

Ladies of Harley
Ruth Palmer

H

i Ladies hope you are enjoying the better
weather at long last - great to see you on the
bikes and good that more of you are riding your own
and venturing on weekend rides too!! Not long now
to the SofER rally at Hickstead — please can you let
me know if you are joining us for the LOH Ride My
Little Pony Theme on the 14th August or if you can
help with the after ride party - Alex and Delia have
registered so far!!!

There will be another meet up early July (Check the
website ) so that we can syncronize outfits!!!!
Might see some of you in Spain for the European
Rally
Safe Riding
Ruth Palmer
LOH Officer

As you encounter slower moving traffic decide if the
traffic speed is appropriate to allow filtering

Hogsback News Spring 2015
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Charity Officer
Roger Bonnici
t last the riding season is in full swing. The
better weather is here and we should all have
several rides under our belts by now. If you haven’t
then check our events page on the website and get
out there and join us!

In addition, the Chapter committee decided to make
immediate one-off payments of £100 each to the
following two charitable causes:

As scheduled, at our last Hogsback chapter committee meeting in mid-April, consideration was given to
the eight charity proposals received from the membership and, after thoughtful consideration and free
vote the following three charities that the chapter
would support this season were decided on. If you
haven’t already read on our website, the committee
also decided to apportion the total funds collected
into percentages, to be awarded at the end of the
season, as follows;

B) Harvey’s Dream - Funding surgery for a member’s grandson with cerebral palsy to help him walk.

A

We have also had personal donations to our charity
account from members, Andy Hone and Mike
Williamson, Thank you to them both.
The Golden Key raffle each club night keeps increasing the balance of donations, so keep buying those
raffle tickets and you could be as lucky as Paula
Redman who won a wad of cash on April’s club
night! Well done Paula.

Challengers Disability (30%) (www.disability-challengers.org) – A Guildford based charity providing
inclusive play and leisure for disabled children and
young people.

I am still selling raffle tickets at £5.00 each on
behalf of Surrey Air Ambulance to win a brand new
MINI. Please catch me on club nights to be in with a
chance to win.

Mermaids (20%) (www.mermaidsuk.org.uk) – A
national charity supporting transgender children and
their families.

Thanks to donations collected at the Dealership
Birthday Bash, Iron Hog bucket, Start of Season
raffle and Surrey Bootsale we already have over
£1200.00 in the charity account which is a tremendous start to the season. Thanks go out to all those
members involved with fundraising efforts and to
you members for your generosity. You are all wonderful people.

Mermaids is passionate about supporting children,
young people, and their families to achieve a happier life
in the face of great adversity. We work to raise awareness about gender issues amongst professionals and
the general public. We campaign for the recognition of
gender dysphoria in young people and lobby for improvements in professional services.
We are a small charity that provides support, friendship
and information to young people who are unhappy with
their birth gender and we also support their families. We
are primarily an online support group and we are staffed
by volunteers.
One of the things we also do is organise residential
weekends where young people can be themselves away
from any prejudice, bullying or humiliation. They can
meet others face to face and finally feel less isolated.
Parents support each other too and can learn from guest
speakers and other parents.
Hogsback News Spring 2015

The sum of £626.00, collected specifically for
Beating Bowel Cancer, was also sent to the charity
on behalf of Hogsback Chapter.

Surrey Air Ambulance (50%) (www.kssairambulance.org.uk) – Not part of the NHS. A charitable
healthcare provider funded almost entirely by voluntary donations.

As Mermaids is a new charity to the chapter, here is
a short intro from their representative:

12

A) Alzheimer’s Society.

More recently, Robin Seymour’s Pudsey Animal Iron
Hog, (eighteen hundred miles visiting every dealership on mainland UK in less than sixty hours),
has raised £1255.00 to date directly for the Secret
World Wildlife Rescue (www.secretworld.org). Well
done to him and the hardiness of his butt. What an
acheivement.
Remember to let me know if you are involved in any
fundraising for charities and I shall endeavour to
bring it to the attention of the membership.
Enjoy the riding season ahead and I hope to see
you all soon.
Roger Bonnici
Charities Officer & Road Captain
Hogsback News Spring 2015
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Your Chapter Needs You!

Chapter FAQ
From time to time we get asked some pretty good questions. They often have answers somewhere or other
on the website or maybe the Chapter Bylaws. They can be particularly interesting because they sometimes
uncover characteristics that define us as a H.O.G.® Chapter. Here are a few that have come up recently.
Q. Where did the Chapter come from?
From a long, long time ago and a far off galaxy. Like all Chapters, Hogsback operates under the H.O.G.®
Charter. This Charter was created in 1983 by H.O.G., an enterprise wholly owned and run by the HarleyDavidson® Motorcycle Company (H-D). The Charter is a clever little framework that defines the bones of
how Chapters work. You can download a copy from our website if you’re interested. A Chapter can only
be formed if a H-D dealership decides to sponsor one. But they don’t have to. Dealerships are also free to
‘unsponsor’ their Chapter, resulting in its dissolution. Sponsorship implies nothing more than permitting a
Chapter to exist. However, in our case, GH-D’s sponsorship means a great deal more, since they choose to
give us a large chunk of actual cash each year. They don’t have to - and lots of dealerships don’t - but this is
what allows us to keep the dues low and provide great events at heavily subsidised costs.
Q. How come there are some UK Chapters without dealerships?
It’s all a question of intent. Before we were adopted by GH-D in 2008, Hogsback was known as Surrey
HOG and for three years we were an orphan Chapter after our previous dealership in Dorking folded.
During our orphan years H.O.G. continued to recognise us because they knew that H-D intended to create
a replacement dealership somewhere in Surrey. Throughout that time we formed a specially close relationship with H.O.G. who worked with us to make sure we continued to operate under the Charter. Likewise,
other orphan Chapters such as Luton-based III Rivers Chapter are allowed to exist only while there is an
intention to appoint a new dealership. The opposite applies too. Essex Chapter is no longer recognised
by H.O.G. after the new Lakeside H-D dealership decided to start again with its own Chapter, called, um,
Lakeside.
Q. How is the Chapter run and who made the rules?

Chapter Challenge/Games at SOFER 2015
On Saturday 15th immediately after our return from the official SOFER ride-out at approx.
3.00pm the Rally Chapter Challenge games start. This year among the many usual challenges will the new event of Archery. I shall be organising the team and would like anyone
willing enough and or foolish enough to enter as part of the Hogsback team to contact me.
Volunteers please or pressgang style conscription will apply. Everything we enter we can
win points towards the overall challenge and of course there is a magnificent CUP afforded
to the winners. At the last rally we came second overall. This year let’s make it our year and
come first!!
Carl Christensen
14
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It starts with our Charter. The H.O.G. Charter ensures that all Chapters have the same basic structure.
Within that, and by agreement with the dealership, there is quite a lot of freedom to operate. At one
extreme, the dealership can appoint whoever it wants in any position, the minimum being a Director,
Assistant Director, Secretary and Treasurer - along with the Dealer Principal. At the other extreme, the
dealership may allow the Chapter Officers to appoint people to many positions according to their abilities,
interests and inclinations. Where there is more than one candidate, popular elections may be used - as in
our Chapter. Uniquely, Hogsback runs a deliberately large committee of some thirty Officers - about 10% of
the total membership. The main reason for this is to ensure wide representation of the membership at decision making time. To help us, and in accordance with the Charter, the Chapter Officers and GH-D created a
set of Bylaws, which have also been approved by H.O.G. They fill in the gaps for most of the situations that
might arise in the course of normal Chapter operations. You can download a copy from our website if you’re
interested.
Q. How often does the Committee meet and how can I find out what it decides?
Quarterly. It’s a big structured meeting that covers a lot of ground. Minutes are produced and once they are
are approved at the following meeting, they go on the Chapter record. This record is not currently on-line,
but any Chapter member can request a copy of the Minutes at any time. Decisions that directly affect the
membership tend to get published on the website soon after the meeting.
Q. Can I belong to other Chapters and motorcycling clubs?
Yes. Hogsback is not interested in telling you what you do with your valuable leisure time, nor who you
spend it with. But if you accept an appointment as a Hogsback Officer (which includes Road Crew) you will
need to discuss any other memberships with the Directors so we can avoid any mutual conflict of interest.
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Q. Am I free to do my own thing?
Yes, of course. Belonging to Hogsback does not mean you have to do any of our rides (though we think you
will want to!). Likewise, you are free to ride with your own friends wherever, whenever and on whatever you
want. Hogsback is full of friends who have found each other through the Chapter and ride with each other
informally as much as they do on Chapter rides. However, please note that our Chapter communications
channels (website, e-shot or facebook page) cannot be used to promote unofficial rides or events.
Q. I’ve got another make bike as well as my Harley - can I choose which one to ride on a Chapter
ride?
No. Hogsback is a H.O.G. Chapter. The clue is in the name. Chapter rides are for Harleys only. There are
four reasons for this. First, the Chapter owes its existence to a sponsoring dealership whose business is …
er… Harleys. Second, Chapter rides are designed for the way people ride Harleys - other bikes are ridden
differently and we avoid mutual frustration if we keep the two apart. Third, our Chapter Public Liability
Insurance covers claims against us on the assumption that we are H.O.G. members. We avoid potential
insurance complications if we are riding Harleys when we ride as a Chapter. Fourth, H.O.G requires it and
ignoring H.O.G. puts our Chapter’s charter in danger. In the case of chops, if it says Harley-Davidson on
your V5C, you’re good. If it says something else, it’s not a Harley! In case you’re interested, we’ve checked
the policies of other local chapters and they align closely with Hogsback.

choose to support it anyway - perhaps with a few friends - that’s no problem. But please remember that it
won’t be an official Hogsback ride, it can’t be promoted through Hogsback channels, it won’t be insured for
public liability, and you won’t be popular if you end up taking people away from a pre-planned official ride.
Q. What if I would like something to change?
Don’t keep it to yourself! Hogsback is more than 25 years old, but there is always room for change and
improvement. We run a full Chapter membership survey every two or three years so everyone can easily
have a say. In the meantime, if you think we could do something better then tell us. If it’s compatible with
our Charter we will see what can do together. The Chapter exists for its members and we are always open
to ideas which maximise our Harley riding and social experience. Just have a chat with any Chapter Officer.
They will be pleased to ensure your suggestions get considered.
Q. I really like what the Chapter’s about - how can I get more involved?
Smile and say hello! The best thing you can do is get yourself known. Turn up at Chapter rides and events,
Talk to people. Let’s find out about each other. if you ride well and are interested in becoming Road Crew,
tell one of the Road Captains. Even if you don’t tell us, we are likely to notice you. Either way, we will invite
you when we have Road Crew vacancies - we usually do each year. We run a big Committee with lots of
other positions. As people step down from their positions we reach out to the Chapter via Job Description
notices that give details and eligibility criteria. If you fit, apply!

Q. Does this apply to non-Chapter rides I might do to Chapter events - e.g. to Club night, or ‘meet
you there’ events?
No. The ‘other make bikes’ rule only applies to organised Chapter rides. Individually, you can ride whatever
you want to a Chapter meet - you can even come in your car! However you get there, you will be welcomed.
Q. I’ve got a friend who’s thinking of joining the Chapter - can he come on a ride to see if he likes
it?
Yes - once. Hogsback is always delighted in such interest and we are glad to help. Our guest policy allows
guest riders to join us just the once to check us out. However, they must be on a Harley-Davidson. GH-D
will be glad to rent them one. Once should be enough to convince them to delay no longer, buy one and join
us!
Q. I’ve got a friend in another Chapter who wants to join me on a Hogsback ride - can they come?
Yes. We are always only too pleased to show members of other H.O.G. Chapters the delights of a
Hogsback ride!
Q I’ve heard that all official Chapter rides are insured - who by, and what does it mean?
It’s in the small print. Every year you sign a release form in which you agree not to sue Harley-Davidson,
GH-D, H.O.G. or the Chapter for anything that goes wrong. (You know this because you read the small
print, right?!). However, Joe Public signs no such form. If anything goes wrong on a Chapter ride that results
in a member of the Public suing us, we are covered by insurance for which H.O.G. pays a big premium
every year to cover all the Chapters. We are currently covered under a BMF policy arranged through
Perkins Slade.
Q. I’ve got a great idea for a ride - how can I get it in the programme?
Tell us! The annual ride programme is put together at a big Road Crew bun fight around November for the
following season. This is a good time to get your ideas considered. Just send your idea with as many details
as possible to Dell Evans (Ride Coordinator) or else your nearest Road Crew member. Don’t worry, you
won’t get landed with the ride organisation, though the designated ride leader may want to pick your brains
about it. If it doesn’t get in the programme, please don’t take offence - we get scores of ideas and we need
to ensure we end up with a balanced programme.
Q. I’m involved in a local good cause - how can I get some bikes along as an attraction?
See previous Question. If the event is coming up soon, send the details to the Ride Coordinator as soon as
possible and he will do his best to find Road Crew who are able to take it on. If not, or if there is too much
of a clash with an existing event, don’t despair - make sure you get it into next year’s programme! If you
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Custombike Show
5th - 7th December 2014. Ian Thoburn
espite all the bike shows I have been to and
rallies, in both the UK and Europe I have never
been to a show quite like the Custombike magazine
show in Dad Sulzufen Germany. Seeing the pictures
on the chapter website from last year as soon as it
was announced on the chapter events listing I was
in.

D

Just the queues told us this was special and once
in we had five halls of custom bikes to peruse. Most
manufacturers were present and even the main
manufacturers brought along custom versions of
their bikes the Yamaha stand was very impressive
for this with several of the 400’s in street/brat style.

So on a grey Thursday in December at a secret
location in the back end of Guildford the 10 of us set
off in “Howard” the minibus with the wonky satnav
directing us miles away, so we didn’t use that route,
at least if we were to get lost Jo had brought on
board enough food to ensure we survived the 4
days.

But Harley Davidson customs are still very much the
way to go and the Europeans also love their V Rods
with some amazing variations on how fat a back tyre
can you fit in a V rod.

Just as we reached the Eurotunnel I received a
message that I had been awarded the job I had
applied for recently, break out the doughnuts then
the beer would wait until later.
Once in France a short drive up to Bruges and we
found eventually the hotel, only to find that Howard
was too big to park, I hear from Phil and Crippo that
the Bruges ring road is nice this time of year as they
tried to find a place to park. A quick regroup and we
were off to the main square to find dinner and also
in my case the first of the celebratory drinks.
One great meal later and a diversion via the Pub
Goulden Carolus ale at 10.5% very warming we
ended up being distracted at the hotel bar until the
small hours by two Irish girls. Apparently according
to Paul I snored for England, well that will teach him
for sharing.
The next day started a little early for some and after
a pleasant breakfast, anything you like as long as
it’s the set menu, we headed off to Beilefield and the
dealership there. Wow what a dealer and with an
attached historic motor museum it was a great way
to spend an hour or two.
Dodging trams we arrived at our hotel one very
pleasant meal later and a stroll around the
Christmas market we were set for tomorrow and the
show.
Less said about traffic the better, but Phil expertly
slung Howard around the worst of the Jams sadly
not being allowed in the press parking area I had
arranged.
18
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The Harley Stand itself also had the new street 750
on display, so the first time to sit and examine one of
them, and sorry to say would rather have a sportster
as to me something was not quite “Harley” to me on
it.
With bikes constantly being revved up, and not just
on the Jekyll and Hyde stand and being moved
around it also made the show far more interactive. From old bikes being used on the American
Cannonball run to current bike there really was
something for everyone. And then there was the
shopping experience which relieved several of our
merry gang of their euros and nearly a purchase of
a BossHoss V8 bike.
Although many of the bikes were pure show bikes
there is always something to be seen that you think
oooh I could adapt that for my bike. Personal favourite, well I really liked the Terminator tribute V Rod,
is it really 30 years ago now? And a strange green
Suzuki.
After a very long day and an interesting kebab
burger it was back to hotel and the restaurant next
door it had been a brilliant day.
Our final day was the return home, a long haul
across Europe in Howard to a very full Eurotunnel.
A huge thanks to all who made this such a great
trip and if you get the chance to go to a European
show, do go I am certainly considering my next trip
abroad.
Ian Thoburn
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Moules et Frites
18th April. Ray Razors

G

rowing up in London’s East End trips abroad
were as rare as rocking horse s**t. However,
one mandatory school day trip planned to teach
a bunch of 15 year old ‘cor blimey’s’ a thing about
culture – a visit to Boulogne. Little did I know that
some 35 years later I would be back again but this
time things were very different!
After an early start and for most a blast along a
bright but very fresh motorway, we gathered at Stop
24 services J11 M20. With a large mug of hot tea
I warmed through as the remainder of the chapter
MeF’s arrived, had breakfast and then mustered
outside for Roger’s briefing. With a good mixture of
new and more seasoned members we totalled 16
bikes and 25 people. The plan – one junction down,
channel tunnel, meet the other side, DON’T forget to
ride on the right and then follow me to Boulogne!
Unfortunately the tunnel operators were going to
slow us a little by diverting 3 bikes to a slightly later
train, so while the majority of the group sunned
themselves in the Total garage in Calais for an extra
30 minutes Trev, Simon, their partners and I enjoyed
a bit of extra time in Kent! What a bl**der!
Together again under the clear blue sky we set
off along the coast road towards Boulogne. Some
gorgeous sweeping roads and fabulous views took
us to a short stop at a monument with a view across
the channel. With clear skies we had a terrific view
of the white cliffs of Dover, what better place for the
chapter snap and a bit of blah!
Back on the road again with some more beautiful scenery in what seemed like no time at all we
were in the main square at Boulogne. We carefully
selected somewhere for lunch, some chose their
restaurant for speed, some wanted to sit in the sun
but in any event we all ended up very close together.
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A variety of lunches were chosen; MeF, posh sounding fish dishes and in my case a chicken burger
– luverly!
After a quick walk round the shops we gathered
again for the journey home. On the bikes Roger took
us on a once round of the town before heading out
onto the motorway for a quick blip back to Calais.
The sun was still shining but the wind had picked up
so this meant a little bit of a wrestle for those on the
naked bikes but still lots of fun.
Happily this time the tunnel operators were feeling
more helpful and got us on the train together. All
agreed we would make our own way back at our
own pace once back in Blighty. Having chatted with
a number of the gang it was great to hear people
saying, “Why would I ride on my Harley to Boulogne
for lunch, because I can!” and “I still pinch myself
that I am doing this sort of thing”.
Why was this so different for me from my school
trip? Many things are obvious, none more so than
the comparison between riding my Harley as
opposed to being on an old school coach. Even
more though was that on this occasion I chose to
go and I appreciated the weather, the roads and
the beautiful vistas. Also, this time I bought a bag
of nougat for the missus rather than a flick knife
but most importantly I had a great time with a really
good bunch of people.
And finally, just in case this report is read by any of
my old muckers, “You’ll never adam it, been across
the housemaids to visit some benches. The currant
was out and the f&t’s were great. Definitely can’t
rhubarb as I had a good time with me ole china’s,
Off ‘ome now as I’m cattled! (Translation available
on request!!)
Ray Razors
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Wagons to Wales
1st - 3rd May. Colin Bresman
Wagons to Wales: reflections from a new
member
approached my first weekend away with a mixture
of excitement and trepidation. As I arrived at the
meeting point on Friday morning any concerns were
quickly allayed - Andy and Carrol were at the helm
and it was clear that the trip would be relaxed and a
lot of fun!

I

With ‘wagons’ strapped and readied, horses fuelled
and riders briefed, the journey began. Andy led his
band of brothers and sisters with military precision
on a weaving and intricate trail across land and sea
(well, river), with rain clouds parting as the rumble of
V-Twins moved steadily West. A marvellous ride with
Softails, Glides and three Trikes moving smoothly
though country lanes and highways - a trail punctuated by planned refreshment beaks which created a
fabulous social vibe from the outset.
A tired but happy group arrived at the hotel and
rested with beverage in hand while the bikes cooled
outside. The friendly and comfortable hotel was testament to the field work of ‘Team England’ - as was
the evening feast which did not disappoint!
After a ride out on Saturday morning to visit to an
ornate church, we later progressed to a tented
city on a large and somewhat damp field. Traders
offered Stetsons, belts and blankets, native Indian
trinkets and charms, while the gallows offered the
antidote to bad behaviour! This was 19th Century
America!

A progressive ride home on Sunday took in a Welsh
distillery and more of the wonderful Welsh landscape. Over the weekend I rode about 350 miles - it
was so good to spend a sustained period of time
on my bike and I certainly learnt a thing or two from
some excellent riders.
I have been reflecting on my weekend away with
the group and how much entertainment was packed
into our short time together. Bikes, a couple of pints,
good food, live music, the wonderful Welsh landscape and marvellous company. We had such a
laugh and it was thanks to Andy and Carrol - they
did a terrific job of researching /organising the trip
and with Gary’s support marshalling the troops
when the wheels were rolling. Being part of a professionally organised trip is a joy.
For any new members who are considering a
Hogsback weekend but have yet to take the plunge,
I urge you to go for it! You will be welcomed into
the group and looked after throughout. It is a brilliant way to get to know some terrific people with
a shared interest - developing friendships, doing
something different, having fun and, of course, riding
Milwaukee’s finest!
Colin Bresman

Our curious party explored, eventually arriving in
a large, warm marquee. The crowd donned elaborate outfits from a bygone era, re-enacted historical
events, listened to Country & Western music and
danced in patterns. A tall cowboy in a white hat,
checked shirt and boots appeared to command
dance floor respect……but he hadn’t seen our
moves!
Andy and Gary were familiar with the rhythms
and called on the Chapter to demonstrate their
line dancing skills. Undaunted by the gaze of local
experts, Hogsback were, of course, synchronised
and in perfect time, although one or two maverick
bikers were ‘freestyling’ whilst the crowd cheered (I
think that’s what I recall!). Anyway, it was great fun
despite some very dodgy dancing!
22
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Off With Her Head
7th June. Trevor Rawlings

I

t was a beautiful sunny morning with forecasts
promising one of the hottest days of the year so
far...
Therefore it looked likely that Chris North’s ride to
Hever Castle would be “Heaving with Bikes” but no
one had predicted 42 gleaming Harleys that with
pillions had over 50 in attendance, with sweepers
Chris and Sue Andrews, Henning and Elize Roesch
to watch our backs. There were many familiar faces
in the group but also some new members who
lined up behind “Road King Rider Chris “and set
off from Rykers at 10.45am making our way via a
scenic route through Stroud Green, Leigh, Salfords,
Blindley Heath to name a few with many onlookers
stopping in their tracks to watch and wave ! We certainly made an impression, but then 42 Harley’s tend
to get noticed!
We arrived at Hever Castle nestled in the village
of Edenbridge Kent set in 125 acres of the most
impressive grounds via a beautiful gatehouse and
preceded down a long driveway to park our bikes
on the manicured lawns for a static display just a
stone’s throw from the Castle itself.
The castle is stunning and every child’s dream with
all the crenulations, moat full of Koi carp, water and
hedge mazes plus a 38 acre lake, which was the
brainchild of William Waldorf Astor. It was excavated
and constructed by 800 men who were contracted in
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December 1904 to “carry on the works regularly and
continuously by day and night (except on Sundays)
when so ordered” and complete the work in two
years! The lake was filled in July 1906.The Castle is
apparently haunted and amongst the displays there
are various armour and torture devices (Instructions
how to use can apparently be obtained to persons
over 18) including the famous be header axe! Used
least twice by Henry V111! You may remember the
rhyme from school years divorced, beheaded, died,
divorced, beheaded, and survived
Everyone found it fascinating to walk the grounds
and halls of the childhood home of one of our best
known historical names “Anne Boleyn” second wife
to King Henry V111 & mother to Elizabeth 1. Anne
was queen for just 1,000 days and it was Henry’s
love for Anne and her insistence that she became
his wife rather than his mistress that led to the
king renouncing Catholicism and thus creating the
Church of England
After spending an idyllic day most were led back
by “Road King Chris” to Rykas for a drink, chat and
then goodbyes.
This was the second historical instalment by Mr
North, The first being Chartwell house the home of
Sir Winston Churchill, so where next?
Trevor Rawlings
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My Cut Explained
Axel Thill

W

6 - Opale Shore Chapter - nice french friends across
the channel, lots of fun at their Opale Shore Rally,
and a beautiful patch

e (nearly) all wear or vest and colours, and it
is often a mixed and very personal collection
of memories, often obscure for the viewer. In mine,
there are no hidden secrets, just hidden memories,
so let me write down their meaning for you. This is
my first and only vest with patches, some have been
replaced, some will always stay.

7 - The company I founded together with Russ
Dacre from Lind US, to bring the smile of riding a
Harley-Davidson to even more faces of riders.

1 - The one and only HOG Chapter I can imagine to
belong to

8 - HOG Rome Rally 2013 - great event and the
year the pope blessed my Road King

2 - The role I try to play in helping to make

9 - HOG St Tropez Rally 2013 - where I went with

in 2010, the longest ride at the time, but that all
changed
12 - The official Iron Butt patch, from John O’Groats
to Lands End within daylight. 787 miles in 17 hours,
a easy challenge, in hindsight, now with 4 Iron Hog’s
completed, where you to 3 Iron Butt in a row, kind of
a warm-up :)
13 - Patch presented to me by Steve Cork, after
consultation with Vera :) - it stuck
14 - A lie, yes I use Nikon high grade equipment, but
I am not a professional
15 - Patch presented to me by Mark and Janice
Herbert following the photography of their wedding.
If you have a photo job for me, check out details
on Hogsback website - Members Services - Event
Photography. For Katie and Dave Francis wedding
photos I got no patch, but that is OK :)

3 - The country I enjoy living in
4 - The country I was born
5 - There should be 4 by now, one of the toughest
endurance rides, conceived by some idiot and his
friend (the idiot is me, the friend Robin). Try it out!
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20 - I like progressive riding, but not racing. My
angel must be a slow lazy bastard, enjoying the
scenery and road layout, with no ambition to arrive
first. I formed a strong bond with him.
21 - Should be next to Biograd, but had to find a
place for that - BeNeLux rally 2011, where we stayed
2 nights on our way home from Croatia. A detour?
No, a very pleasant rally with lovely tour around the
IJsselmeer.
22 - a remembrance ride everybody should do as
often as he can. A very evocative ride - the National
Memorial Arboretum is a place to see.

16 - The bike I rode - the bike I ride - the bike that
comes next??

23 - Dresdner Kleinwort, the company I worked
at for 27 years, and who indirectly still pays for all
these wonderful adventures

17 - I must have taken thousands of ABC photos on
Robin’s ABC rides for members, but myself only filed
the results in 2011 and 2012 - that’s good enough for
me

24 - a super collection of benchmark motorcycles of
their time, put together by fellow Chapter member
Miklos, a must see

18 - Very special patch commemorating the
awesome Nordkapp ride, 5,000 miles in 10 days, led
and organised by Robin to get that off his bucket list.
With Charlie, Jon, Nigel and Richard.

Hogsback Chapter unique. Note that I have a small
Photographer patch on the front, but this huge
display of my importance helps me to bully my way
to the front row in packed event with thousands of
visitors. It nearly always works…

19 - I statement I fully believe in. As experienced
commuter in city traffic, unconventional noise is the
only thing dreaming people react to. My pipes saved
life, and many more small encounters of the metal
kind.

I hope you enjoyed this tour, maybe you want to be
next to share your cuts history.
Axel Thill
Head Photographer and Road Captain

Gary France and friends
10 - HOG Cascais Rally 2012 - long
ride via Magic Bike Rally - great memories with Norman, Dave & Katie, Len,
John and Brian. It was good to see
how the different Hogsback Chapter
groups joined forces in Salamanca
and rode as one unit into Cascais.
11 - HOG Biograd Rally 2011 - my
second big rally following Lugano
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